
LAB ASSIGNMENT EARTHQUAKES

View Lab Report - Geol Ex 6 carriagehouseautoresto.com from HIST at Laredo Community College. Earthquake Lab
Assignment Examining a Seismogram.

As you will see, the second method works better because it accounts for the increased density of the earth's
mantle, outer core, and inner core, which causes earthquake waves to speed up. A typical seismogram of an
earthquake has three prominent wave patterns. Vibrations that travel through the Earth. Because as the S-wave
passes, individual bits of the Earth vibrate up and -down, as the S-wave goes by. One is the location,
technically known as the epicenter, the other is the size of the earthquake. And so P-waves travel the fastest.
As shown in Figure 1, the point on the surface directly above the focus is called the epicenter. Three Types of
Waves Major earthquakes occur when there is rock movement along a fault crack in the crust. The first
method assumes that earthquake waves travel at constant speed no speeding up nor slowing down , and uses a
mathematical formula to determine velocity, distance, or time, for four earthquake recording stations located
in the western United States. They are followed by the S-waves also called "secondary," "shear," or "shake".
What two pieces of information are always part of that news report. The first waves to arrive are the P-waves
also called "primary" or "push-pull". The time difference, as recorded on a clock, between when the P-waves
and S-waves arrive is called the lag time. They are the second ones to arrive at any particular recording station
that detects an earthquake. This is not quite as efficient a way of transmitting energy through the earth. And
stretches them apart. Finally, there is another whole category of earthquake waves known as surface waves.
One type of body wave is called P-waves. The first wave that arrives is the P-wave. To calculated lag time
using the arithmetic method, a simplified method using rounded off speed numbers is illustrated below. In this
lab, you're going to work out the size, and the location, of a particular earthquake. In other words, if P-waves
travel at 4. The wave record from a seismograph is known as a seismogram - see Figure 3. Each of these
waves travel at different velocities speeds , even though they are generated simultaneously by an earthquake at
the focus point of origin within the crust. Earthquakes are. See how accurately you can locate the epicenter of
this quake. So as a compressional and stretching motion as a P-wave passes by. P-waves are also known as
compressional waves. I'm not going to go into all the details about seismic waves in this video because I know
Dr. If you are given information about how fast P-waves and S-waves each travel, a certain lag time will
correspond to a certain distance that may be traveled by earthquake waves. Finally, the L-waves "long" or
"Love" arrive. The calculated distances for each city are then to be drawn with a drawing compass on the base
map Figure 4. It turns out this is a very efficient way of transmitting energy through the Earth.


